
WHY DOES SFU NEED A BRAND? 
• Brand is what people say about you when  

you’re not in the room.
• A well-defined brand for the university is  

an articulation of what makes us unique and  
distinct from other universities. 

• Brand helps us attract students, researchers and  
donors who are aligned with our values. 

• Brand helps us represent the university in a way  
that’s consistent with our values.

• Brand helps build pride in SFU. 

WHERE IS BRAND? 
• Brand is more than our colours and a logo.
• It’s about the experience people have with us when 

they read a news article, visit a website, participate 
in a campus tour, attend an athletic event…

WHY DOES BRAND NEED TO BE CONSISTENT  
ACROSS THE UNIVERSITY? 
• The SFU visual identity has gone through 

a rigorous process that reflects the brand 
DNA and the university as a whole. 

• It’s normal and expected that the choices made 
may not appeal to individual preferences. 

• Communicating our brand consistently together 
strengthens our individual messages and SFU  
as a whole.

• Every time we communicate with the public, 
we influence SFU’s reputation and brand.

• SFU’s faculties and organizational units are diverse 
and distinctive, yet they are all part of an institution 
with shared values and a common purpose.

• The tools we use to communicate—advertisements, 
signs, publications, videos, websites, presentations—
all contribute to the character of the SFU brand.

HOW WAS THE SFU BRAND DEVELOPED? 
• In 2012, the university adopted the engaged vision. 
• Faculties, staff and departments needed more detail 

about the vision to better deliver on their specific 
communications and marketing objectives.

• Research was conducted in 2016 by Insights West 
to determine the level of awareness of SFU locally 
and nationally and to surface unique attributes. 

• In 2017/2018 a university-wide consultation to  
articulate SFU’s brand was conducted with diverse  
stakeholders that included faculties, departments,  
schools and programs.

• This research and consultation shaped the brand DNA 
and logo architecture, foundations of the SFU brand. 

• In May 2019, we officially launched the SFU brand DNA,  
logo architecture and visual identity standards.

• In the next phases, we’ll be rolling out brand 
expression in our digital and physical spaces. 

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR BRAND? 
• It’s the responsibility of everyone at SFU to align  

with the brand so that our combined efforts support 
one consistent, strong SFU brand experience. 

• Communications & Marketing oversees the visual  
identity and provides the strategic consultation  
on storytelling, campaigns, advertising and  
brand experience.  

• We make it easy for you to apply the brand elements  
by providing templates, tools and training. 

• We also build communities of practice and cultivate  
conversations to build and share skills across  
the university.

WHAT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS 
ABOUT THE ELEMENTS OF THE BRAND? 
• The SFU brand will continue to evolve. 
• We want to hear from you about what’s working and  

what’s not.
• After the brand launch, new questions and challenges 

will emerge. We will collaborate closely with you to 
work through these questions and challenges together.

• Send your questions about brand to sfu-brand@sfu.ca  



WHAT’S CHANGED? 

ARCHITECTURE
Masterbrand 
• Two versions: in and out-of-province 
• The out-of-province version spells out our name  

in DIN Serif, not Bembo

Why? We’re well-known in B.C. and less so out of province.

Institutional:
• Academic units: formal logo has no changes
• Academic units: informal logo is new and can be used  

at dean’s discretion
• Beedie and Segal: both named faculty and school  

require donor recognition

Extension: 
• SFU Chang Institute for Entrepreneurship, 

SFU Big Data etc.

Campus support services:
• Masterbrand logo with separate unit identification

Student success services:
• Informal logo can be used at vice-provost’s discretion

Associated:
• SFU Spirit Shop

Why? This system provides clarity for our audience,  
builds brand consistency in market and makes it easy  
to amplify efforts.

TAGLINE
• New: Canada’s Engaged University; we no longer use  

“Engaging the World” 
• Uncoupled from masterbrand logo and has explicit  

guidelines for placement

Why? We don’t want to dilute the impact of our 
masterbrand logo. It also allows us more flexibility  
in design composition.

FONTS
• Countach, DIN Serif and DIN Pro standard (licensed) 

fonts will be given to the right team member  
in multiple areas, on a case-by-case basis

• DIN Serif was made for us by a foundry in Europe
• Most external partners will be expected to purchase  

standard fonts
• System fonts are installed on all SFU computers 

and are Impact, Trebuchet MS and Times

Why? Our new headline font is bold and impactful;  
by ensuring key partners at the university have easy 

access to a set of font licenses, we create a unified identity.

COLOURS
• Light red (Pantone 199C) is new and the primary choice
• Custom CMYK, RGB and HEX conversions for light red

Why? Pairing two reds together is unconventional and 
memorable. Combined with black and white photography, 
this creates a contemporary, distinctive identity.

PHOTOGRAPHY
• Black and white, photojournalistic, inspirational
• People engaged in real activities, not posed

Why? No other university in Canada is using black and 
white photography; this helps us stand out from  
other institutions.

TONE OF VOICE
• Positive
• Provocative
• Witty
• Confident
• Conversational
• Concise

Why? We’re unconventional and fearless; our writing 
should reflect that.

• the out-of-
province 
version spells 
out our name

• Chang Institute for 
Entrepreneurship, 
Big Data etc.


